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Hacking 101 - Your ultimate hacking guide! So you want to be a hacker? You want to know how to

get into a system and look like a genius while you spot system vulnerabilities. In this world, you can

either be a good hacker or a bad hacker. Whichever that is totally depends on your choice. This

audiobook teaches ethical hacking and guides anyone interested to an in-depth discussion about

what hacking is all about. This book also provides the right hacking mindset that will turn you into a

trustworthy hacker. You will learn how to classify various kinds of hackers, identify types of hacking

attacks, how to hack an email password, and much more! You can check out further discussions

including: Common attacks and viruses Spoofing techniques Hacking tools Mobile hacking

Penetration testing Tips for ethical hacking General tips of computer safety We hope you put this

book to good use. You can make hacking a hobby or a career. Happy hacking!
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I am actually making a course in programming, and I started to search on the internet interesting

books about all the topics, I found this and I decided to buy it. I could preach this book all day. From

a beginner's perspective, there are plenty of books available on the market that all claim to offer an

in-depth introduction to 'Hacking' (Programming, Computer Science, Reverse Engineering), but

many books fail to lay a foundation of knowledge, starting from the basics concepts. This book does

just that, and at a quick, but manageable pace brings the reader up to scratch to start tackling some

of the more challenging concepts and their problems. Personally, I would consider this book to be a

fully comprehensive introduction to the field of computer security because it doesn't miss out any of



the key concepts that are a prerequisite to learning certain topics in the field computer science. I

would recommend this book for everybody who wants to know hacking.

Ultimate Hacking for Beginners is such an informative book. Getting inside the mind of a hacker is

really interesting. What is great about this book is that it focused on the things one need to know

about the activity. The explanations made were so clear that comprehension can be achieved right

away. Topics like active attacks, masquerade attacks, spoofing techniques, mobile hacking, and so

much more were so intelligently done. I learned a great deal and I'm positive that a lot of people will

surely benefit here too. Not that I am geared into hacking, I just want to know more about so that I

can comprehend why some people do it. And of course to counter-attack a hacker of my accounts

too. This has been a great read.

I am an IT consultant and studied programming when i was in college. We were taught and i clearly

understood the difference between a hacker and a cracker but we never discuss it any deeper.

There are terminologies on this book that i have never encountered before. And it's good to know

that this book identifies the classification or various types of hackers. Most people think generally

hackers are bad but this book help me identify the types of jobs a hacker could have and why big

organizations and companies would hire a hacker. It's a good revelation that hackers are essential

to any company's security system. I guess people out there who think hacking are illegal should

read this book. It's a good book for those who are unaware what hacking really means.

This book was a huge help for me as a beginner . I took up IT and I believe every IT students

should learn the basics of hacking . I am not saying that hacking is a right thing, I am just really

curious on how hackers to those stuff . I do not really want to hack anyone as I do not want to get

hacked either. I think hackers are genuises and saying that, the author of this book may be too . I

have really learned a lot from this book. To begin with , I was able to learn the difference between

hacking and cracking .

Excellent book, personally I find very interesting to know all about this world, not just to put it in

practice, if not knowing a bit more of the weaknesses that they get in the system and thus

strengthening them. I have a small web of my company, created by my since I am an engineer in

systems and have knowledge of the web and am very slope that all private information I have there

is revealed. I bought this book at a discount in Exchange for giving my honest opinion in a review.



Skip this book, not worth your time and effort. The content does not go beyond items taught in basic

IT college. This book was VERY poorly written and VERY poorly edited. This detracts from any

point the author is trying to make.

This is a huge book and fully loaded with tons of essential hacking information. Inside of this book I

have found some essential hacking techniques and strategies. Actually, I had a huge curiosity about

ethical hacking and this book fulfill my expectation.By the help of this book I have learned about how

to hack and hacking dummies. By reading this book I came to know a complete overview of

computer hacking. By reading this book I have learned about the prerequisites of hacking. This

book taught me about different types of hacking attacks and how to protect my info from dangerous

hacker. This book is excellent and very helpful. I will definitely suggest this book to all of my friends

who want to learn Hacking.

This is a detailed book about hacking that can make the mind of hackers very interesting.By reading

this book I have learned about how to hack and hacking dummies, I came to know a complete

overview of computer hacking and I have learned about the prerequisites of hacking. And it's good

to know that this book identifies the classification or various types of hackers. A great many people

think by and large programmers are awful but this book helps me to distinguish the sorts of

employments a hacker could have and why enormous associations and organizations would enlist a

hacker. It's a decent disclosure that programmers are fundamental to any organization's security

framework. I believe who think hacking are illegal should read this book. Actually hacking is not only

bad always but also helpful to protect from being hacked. I would like to recommend this book.
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